[3] has announced a result generalizing the result of Gelfand and Shilov [2] on analytic continuation of holomorphic functions with values in a locally convex space. In this paper we shall present a generalization of these results which permits one to prove the existence of strong holomorphic extensions from the existence of weak or weak* holomorphic extensions. For more general results see [5] .
1. Definition of a norming triple. Let F be a complex linear space and p a seminorm on it. Assume that there is given a complete seminormed space (Yp, \\ \\p) and a bilinear functional ( , )p from the space YX Yp into the space C of complex numbers. We shall say that the triple (Yp, \\ \\p, ( , )P) is a norming triple for the seminorm p if p(y) = sup{ | (y, z)p\: z E Yp, \\z\\p ^ l} for all y E Y.
Example 1. Let p be a seminorm on the space Y. Denote by Yp the family of all linear functionals z on the space Y such that | z(y) \ cp(y) for all yEY and some c>0. Define the norm of the functional by ||z||p = inf c, where the infimum is taken over all constants satisfying the previous condition. Define the bilinear functional by means of the formula (y, z)p = z(y) for all yE Y, zE Yp.
Using the generalization of the Hahn-Banach Theorem to the case of complex linear spaces one can easily prove that the triple (Yv, Up, ( , )p) is norming for the seminorm p.
Example 2. Let E be a sequentially complete, complex, locally convex space. Assume that the topology on it is generated by the family Q = {q} of seminorms. Consider the strong dual Y=E'. One may assume that the topology on the space is generated by the family of seminorms p given by means of the formula: p(y) = sup{ | y(z) \: zEB} for all yEY, where B runs through all bounded sets B of the space E, which can be represented in the form B= {zEE:q(z)¿cq for all q_EQ}, cq being a family of positive constants.
Define 
Since the function on the left side of the last equality has a holomorphic extension onto the circle of radius r, we get that the series £T=o (a»>> z)p (x-Xo)n is convergent at every point of the disc | x-Xo\ <r.
Take any number 0<a<r and consider the sequence of sets Taking the supremum over all elements z such that ||z||pál we get p(an) an^s(a) for all n. Thus lim snp(p(an))llna ^ 1 for all a<r. Passing to the limit in the last inequality when a->r we obtain the conclusion of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let anEY and assume the series 2~2n=oan(x-x0)n converges if | x -x0\ Oc If for every seminorm pEP o,nd every zE Yp the function x>->(f(x), z)P has a holomorphic extension onto the disc \x-Xo\ <r, where r0<r, then the series £^=0 an(x-x0)n converges almost uniformly in the disc \x -xo\ <r, in the topology of the space Y to a continuous function /i.
Proof of Lemma 2. Take any point x from the disc \x-Xo\ <r. It follows from Lemma 1 that the series £^(ö")|x-x0\ " is convergent for every seminorm pEP-This implies that the sequence Sn(*)= £"=oa/(* -xo)' IS Cauchy in the space Y. The space being sequentially complete, there exists an element /i(x) Q Y such that fi(x) = lim s"(x) = ^ an(x -x0)n.
Notice that in the disc |x-x0| ^a<r we have the uniform estimate
This implies that the function 5n converges almost uniformly to the function /1. Since the functions sn are continuous we get the continuity of the function /j. The following corollary represents a generalization of the result due to Horváth [3] . We have removed the assumption that the space Z is Hausdorff. 
